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Search th Anniversary In the early s, commercial banks did not typically do home loans. There was a need for
an institution that would provide a path to home ownership for people of the area. So ten men from the
Jacksonville community met to organize Jacksonville Savings and Loan Association on October 16, The ten
founders included: Kinney, a local CPA; J. Walton, a newspaper man; Henry Brady, a hardware store owner;
Thomas V. Hopper, shoe store owner; F. Applebee, a retired dentist. Please join us for the many activities
planned between now and October 14 to celebrate our th birthday! You might be the lucky winner of a
hundred pennies, a hundred nickels, or a hundred dimes! There will be other random surprises occurring. A
purchase will not increase your chances of winning. One 1 Game card per person per day. To play, gently
scratch off the designated area of the Game card to reveal the prizes. Match any two of the three prizes on a
single card and win that prize, subject to verification of eligibility and compliance with these Official Rules.
By participating in the Game, each entrant unconditionally accepts and agrees to comply with and abide by
these Official Rules and the decisions of Jacksonville Savings Bank, W. Game cards are void after the Prize
Claim Closing Date. Unclaimed prizes will not be awarded. Game cards are subject to verification and are
void if copied,forged, altered or tampered with in any manner. Only prizes properly claimed in accordance
with these Official Rules will be awarded. A total of 40, Game cards are available. Game cards are
automatically void if blank, miscut, counterfeited,mutilated, forged, altered, or tampered with in any way, in
whole or in part; if illegible, mechanically reproduced, obtained outside authorized, legitimate channels, or if
they contain printing, production, typographical, mechanical, or other errors. The submission of the Game card
is solely the responsibility of the participant. All Game cards are subject to verification before any prize is
awarded. Official rules available at: Requests must be received by December 31, Receiver will be solely
responsible for paying all applicable federal, state or local taxes on prize based upon the value of the prize as
set forth in these rules. Anyone who attempts to defraud Sponsor will be prosecuted and will result in
disqualification and forfeiture of prize. One 1 game card per person per business day. No mechanically
reproduced or photocopied requests allowed, only one 1 request per outer mailing envelope. These Official
Rules may not be reproduced or reprinted in part or in their entirety without the express written permission of
the Sponsor. Sponsor is not responsible for any lost, late, postage due, registered, certified, undelivered or
misdirected request mail or mail-in entries. All federal, state and local laws and regulations apply. Odds may
vary slightly based on quantities of tickets. The numbers of prizes described above are approximate, and the
approximate numbers of prizes and odds of winning prizes are stated as of the outset of the game as the
number of prizes available to be won as the promotion progresses will diminish and the odds of winning prizes
may change as prizes are awarded.
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Renowned environmentalist Foreman warns that the network of wilderness and wildlife conservationists is
being undermined and weakened by "environ-resourcists"Nthose who say conservation is about people, not
wild things. First published in , this volume has been substantially updated to reflect new research in the
conservation of stone monuments, sculpture, and archaeological sites. Peterborough Field Naturalists
Language: Here you will find a wealth of information on the fauna, flora, and natural wonders of the
Kawarthas. The Kawarthas sit astride the Canadian Shield and fertile lands to the south. This is cottage
country a place where people are closer to nature and where children and adults remark on the sightings of
animals, birds, and butterflies from windows and lakeside chairs and ask questions about what they see. This
book is a valuable asset and will answer many of these questions. It offers an alternative to a shelf of field
guides and deals with what can be expected in a relatively small but uniquely rich environment close to home.
Nature in the Kawarthas presents a wealth of information about the birds, mammals, insects, flowers, reptiles,
and amphibians that inhabit this special area. It discusses rare habitats and the behaviours of animals ranging
from frogs to birds of prey. A Places to Go section recommends the best areas to visit to explore the natural
wonders of this amazing region and its treasure of wild biodiversity. The authors include knowledgeable
naturalists, teachers, and university and ministry professionals in a wide variety of wildlife fields. Their goal is
to know, appreciate, and conserve nature in all its forms. Conservation planning has received a great deal of
coverage and research as a way of conserving biodiversity yet, while theoretically successful, it has never been
tested. Simple lines on maps to illustrate conservation areas are unlikely to be successful in the light of human
encroachment. It may be that some form of overt display is necessary to ensure the protection of reserves. The
need for some form of barrier goes beyond restricting human access. The megafauna of Africa pose a genuine
threat to human survival. In southern Africa, fences keep animals in and protect the abutting human
population. Elsewhere, fencing is not considered important or viable. Conversely, in New Zealand fences are
used to keep animals out. Australia faces the same problems as New Zealand, however surrounds its national
parks with cattle fences. Foxes and cats are free to enter and leave at will, resulting in rapid recolonisation
following poisoning campaigns. How long will these poison campaigns work before tolerance, aversion or
resistance evolves in the introduced predator populations? Find Your eBooks Hereâ€¦.
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Excerpt from , One Hundred Years of Savings Banking The savings institution during the past one hundred years of its
existence has been of substantial value in providing a means for ameliorating conditions of poverty and inculcating
principles of economy and good management in the individual.

Founding[ edit ] Founded in , the Philadelphia Savings Fund Society was the first savings bank to organize
and do business in the United States. This growth became the topic of numerous journals and pamphlets, some
of which were brought to the attention of Philadelphia businessman Condy Raguet in late November Biddle
and Thomas Hale on creating a similar institution in Philadelphia. A meeting was held on November 25 to
discuss the plan. A total of twelve men agreed to work together to form the bank. Stocker, John Strawbridge
and Roberts Vaux. Andrew Bayard was elected the first president of the bank during the third meeting on
November While PSFS soon opened daily for business, deposits and payments were still only taken on those
days. In PSFS expanded giving out deposits and payments on both Mondays and Thursdays, and in it was
open for all business daily. The latter office proved too small, so PSFS quickly bought its own building
elsewhere on Walnut Street and moved there on October 2, PSFS moved into the new building in February
Forced to expand even more, additions were later made in by Hutton and in , designed by Frank Furness. In
junior high schools PSFS had students work as tellers to collect and record deposits. PSFS also provided a
separate counter just for student accounts at their headquarters. The School Accounts Counter included step
stools for the youngest depositors. In the plays, costumed children warned the audience about spending money
on treats, movies, and penny arcades instead of putting the money in a savings bank where it would grow.
These changes resulted in a crisis for traditional community banks. The crisis prompted the government to
step in with a solution to force mergers between troubled banks and healthy banks such as PSFS. PSFS soon
began expanding into new services such as equipment leasing , corporate finance and real estate development.
In April the company acquired four savings and loans in Florida and began paying five cents per share
quarterly dividend to stockholders. In Meritor began operating mutual funds through a subsidiary, completing
the transition to a full-service financial institution. Supreme Court to defend itself against a claim sexual
harassment. In Meritor Savings Bank v. Vinson , the court found the bank liable under the Civil Rights Act.
That same month the company also announced plans to sell some of its operations. Slattery began pushing for
changes and in June, with help from others, was able to demote chairman and CEO Frederick S. Hammer to
president and replace him with Roger S. Turning off the sign provoked protest from the public, historians and
architecture buffs and Meritor and Mellon Bank agreed to relight the sign. Not helping matters was a poor
commercial real-estate market that left Meritor with empty Philadelphia office buildings and half-finished
suburban strip shopping malls valued at fractions of their original cost. The lawsuit kept the stock for the now
defunct company alive with speculators buying shares for as little as 5 cents with hopes of a government
payout to settle the case. Most of the 55 million outstanding Meritor shares are believed to be owned by
speculators or PSFS depositors who had bought shares when the company first went public. On August 16, a
judge ruled that the FDIC was wrong in seizing Meritor and that shareholders were entitled to damages. The
court has agreed to review whether the trial court had the appropriate jurisdiction to hear the breach of contract
dispute. The government is further arguing that the FDIC is Non-Appropriated Fund Instrumentality NAFI ,
an agency created by the executive branch that receives no funding, and will not receive any funding, from the
government. The FDIC receives funding by charging banks fees to member banks. In other words, the FDIC
could be found to be in breach, but it would be entitled to recover the judgment by member banks.
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r ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF bedchambers were so cold in winter that the warming pan was in constant use. In steam,
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